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The TruTh AbouT VoTer FrAud

I. Introduction

Allegations of election-related fraud make for enticing press.  Many Americans remember vivid stories of 
voting improprieties in Chicagoland, or the suspiciously sudden appearance of LBJ’s alphabetized ballot box 
in Texas, or Governor Earl Long’s quip: “When I die, I want to be buried in Louisiana, so I can stay active 
in politics.”  Voter fraud, in particular, has the feel of a bank heist caper: roundly condemned but technically 
fascinating, and sufficiently lurid to grab and hold headlines.

Perhaps because these stories are dramatic, voter fraud makes a popular scapegoat.  In the aftermath of a close 
election, losing candidates are often quick to blame voter fraud for the results.  Legislators cite voter fraud as 
justification for various new restrictions on the exercise of the franchise.  And pundits trot out the same few 
anecdotes time and again as proof that a wave of fraud is imminent.  

Allegations of widespread voter fraud, however, often prove greatly exaggerated.  It is easy to grab headlines 
with a lurid claim (“Tens of thousands may be voting illegally!”); the follow-up — when any exists — is not 
usually deemed newsworthy.  Yet on closer examination, many of the claims of voter fraud amount to a great 
deal of smoke without much fire.  The allegations simply do not pan out. 

These inflated claims are not harmless.  Crying “wolf” when the allegations are unsubstantiated distracts at-
tention from real problems that need real solutions.  If we can move beyond the fixation on voter fraud, we 
will be able to focus on the real changes our elections need, from universal registration all the way down to 
sufficient parking at the poll site.

Moreover, these claims of voter fraud are frequently used to justify policies that do not solve the alleged 
wrongs, but that could well disenfranchise legitimate voters.  Overly restrictive identification requirements 
for voters at the polls — which address a sort of voter fraud more rare than death by lightning — is only the 
most prominent example.

The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law carefully examines allegations of fraud to get at the 
truth behind the claims.  The Brennan Center has analyzed purported fraud cited by state and federal courts; 
multipartisan and bipartisan federal commissions; political party entities; state and local election officials; 
and authors, journalists, and bloggers.  Usually, only a tiny portion of the claimed illegality is substantiated 
— and most of the remainder is either nothing more than speculation or has been conclusively debunked.

This paper seeks to distill our findings: the truth about voter fraud.  It first offers a straightforward definition 
to avoid the common trap of discussing election irregularities that involve neither voters nor fraud as if they 
showed voter fraud.  It then discusses different alternative reasons more credible than voter fraud to explain 
many of the recurring allegations.  The paper then analyzes, scenario by scenario, some of the more common 
types of alleged voter fraud and their more likely causes and policy solutions.  Finally, the paper presents 
individual case studies of notorious instances of alleged voter fraud, and finds those allegations to be grossly 
inflated.  For more information, analysis, and opinion about voter fraud, by the Brennan Center and others, 
please see www.truthaboutfraud.org. 
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II.  What Is Voter Fr aud?

“Voter fraud” is fraud by voters.  

More precisely, “voter fraud” occurs when individuals cast ballots despite knowing that they are ineligible to 
vote, in an attempt to defraud the election system.1

This sounds straightforward.  And yet, voter fraud is often conflated, intentionally or unintentionally, with 
other forms of election misconduct or irregularities.  

There are many such problems that are improperly lumped under the umbrella of “voter fraud.”  Some result 
from technological glitches, whether sinister or benign: for example, voting machines may record inaccu-
rate tallies due to fraud, user error, or technical malfunction.2  Some result from honest mistakes by elec-

tion officials or voters: for 
example, a person with a 
conviction may honestly 
believe herself eligible to 
vote when the conviction 
renders her temporarily 
ineligible,3 or an election 
official may believe that 
certain identification 
documents are required 

to vote when no such requirement exists.4  And some irregularities involve fraud or intentional misconduct 
perpetrated by actors other than individual voters: for example, flyers may spread misinformation about the 
proper locations or procedures for voting; thugs may be dispatched to intimidate voters at the polls; missing 
ballot boxes may mysteriously reappear.  These are all problems with the election administration system … 
but they are not “voter fraud.”

Conflating these concerns is not merely a semantic issue.  First, the rhetorical sloppiness fosters the misper-
ception that fraud by voters is prevalent.  That is, when every problem with an election is attributed to “voter 
fraud,” it appears that fraud by voters is much more common than is actually the case.  

This, in turn, promotes inappropriate policy.  By inflating the perceived prevalence of fraud by voters, policy-
makers find it easier to justify restrictions on those voters that are not warranted by the real facts.

Moreover, mislabeling problems as “voter fraud” distracts attention from the real election issues that need 
to be resolved.  It draws attention away from problems best addressed, for example, by resource allocation 
or poll worker education or implementation of longstanding statutory mandates, and instead improperly 
focuses on the voter as the source of the problem. 

It is more likely that an individual will 

be struck by lightning than that he will 

impersonate another voter at the polls.
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III.  The research Landscape 

It is easy to find opinion pieces and legislative statements claiming that voter fraud is a substantial concern.  
But aside from a trickle of news stories of low-grade fraud in a few isolated elections, there are surprisingly 
few sources recounting specific incidents of alleged voter fraud.  

The most notorious such sources are documents prepared by the American Center for Voting Rights 
(“ACVR”), a controversial organization established in early 2005 and apparently defunct just over two years 
later.5  The ACVR produced two reports — one compiling allegations of fraud in Ohio in 2004, and another 
compiling allegations of fraud in 2004 nationwide.6  The ACVR has also repeated these and other allegations 
in amicus briefs filed in litigation related to voter identification provisions.7

Former Wall Street Journal editorial board member and weekly columnist John Fund has also recounted 
several specific allegations of voter fraud in his 2004 book Stealing Elections;8 two other books by academ-
ics, Dirty Little Secrets and Deliver the Vote, address allegations of fraud from a historical perspective.9  Hans 
von Spakovsky, a commissioner on the Federal Election Commission and a former Counsel to the Assistant 
Attorney General for Civil Rights in the Department of Justice, has similarly recounted allegations of voter 
fraud in several policy papers and presentations.10

Finally, there are a few newspaper articles that seem repeatedly cited in discussions of voter fraud — for 
example, a 2000 article in the Atlanta Journal-Constitution and a 2004 article in the New York Daily News.11  
These articles review attempts to match voter rolls to other large lists in an effort to find allegedly ineligible 
voters; the limitations of such studies are discussed later in this paper.  

Similarly, there are surprisingly few sources of information specifically analyzing the allegations of alleged 
voter fraud to determine the extent to which they show reliable evidence of fraud.  In two studies, both focus-
ing more heavily on the political and legal context of voter fraud allegations, Professor Lorraine Minnite has 
reviewed several incidents.12  Professor Spencer Overton, a former commissioner on the 2005 Commission 
on Federal Election Reform, has also reviewed several incidents of alleged fraud in his book Stealing Democ-
racy.13  After careful analysis, both authors find the claims largely overblown.

Among its other work on the subject,14 the Brennan Center for Justice has developed a methodology for re-
viewing allegations of voter fraud,15 and continues to collect analyses of noted allegations at www.truthabout-
fraud.org. This paper distills the results of that work, compiling for the first time the recurring methodological 
flaws that continue to spawn allegations of widespread voter fraud where it does not exist.
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IV.  Voter Fr aud And The Press For Photo Id

The most common example of the harm wrought by imprecise and inflated claims of “voter fraud” is the 
call for in-person photo identification requirements.  Such photo ID laws are effective only in preventing 
individuals from impersonating other voters at the polls — an occurrence more rare than getting struck by 
lightning.16  

By throwing all sorts of election anomalies under the “voter fraud” umbrella, however, advocates for such 
laws artificially inflate the apparent need for these restrictions and undermine the urgency of other reforms.  

Moreover, as with all restrictions on voters, photo identification requirements have a predictable detrimental 
impact on eligible citizens.  Such laws are only potentially worthwhile if they clearly prevent more problems 
than they create.  If policymakers distinguished real voter fraud from the more common election irregulari-

ties erroneously labeled 
as voter fraud, it would 
become apparent that the 
limited benefits of laws 
like photo ID require  
ments are simply not 
worth the cost.  

Royal Masset, the for-
mer political director for 
the Republican Party of 

Texas, concisely tied all of these strands together in a 2007 Houston Chronicle article concerning a highly 
controversial battle over photo identification legislation in Texas.  Masset connected the inflated furor over 
voter fraud to photo identification laws and their expected impact on legitimate voters:

 Among Republicans it is an “article of religious faith that voter fraud is causing us to lose elections,” 
Masset said. He doesn’t agree with that, but does believe that requiring photo IDs could cause 
enough of a dropoff in legitimate Democratic voting to add 3 percent to the Republican vote.17 

This remarkably candid observation underscores why it is so critical to get the facts straight on voter fraud.  
The voter fraud phantom drives policy that disenfranchises actual legitimate voters, without a corresponding 
actual benefit.  Virtuous public policy should stand on more reliable supports.

The voter fraud phantom drives policy 

that disenfranchises actual legitimate 

voters, without a corresponding actual 

benefit.
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V.  The TruTh AbouT VoTer Fr Aud
 
There have been a handful of substantiated cases of individual ineligible voters attempting to defraud the 
election system.  But by any measure, voter fraud is extraordinarily rare.

In part, this is because fraud by individual voters is a singularly foolish and ineffective way to attempt to 
win an election.  Each act of voter fraud in connection with a federal election risks five years in prison and 
a $10,000 fine, in addition to any state penalties.18  In return, it yields at most one incremental vote.  That 
single extra vote is simply not worth the price.

Instead, much evidence that purports to reveal voter fraud can be traced to causes far more logical than fraud 
by voters.  Below, this paper reviews the more common ways in which more benign errors or inconsistencies 
may be mistaken for voter fraud.

Clerical or Typographical Errors

In the course of millions of recorded votes and voters, it is virtually certain that there will be clerical errors.  
Often, what appears to be voter fraud—a person attempting to vote under a false name, for example — can 
be traced back to a typo.

Errors in the poll books.  In a jurisdiction of any significant size, it is unfortunately easy to make an entry in 
the poll book next to the wrong voter’s name.  For example, despite having died in 1997, Alan J. Mandel was 
alleged to have voted in 1998; upon further investigation, Alan J. Mandell (two “l”s), who was very much 
alive and voting at the time, explained that local election workers simply checked the wrong name off of the 
list.19  The same problem may occur when information from a poll book is entered incorrectly into a county’s 
computer system, as in Milwaukee in 2004.20  Or voters — legitimate voters — may make a mistake: a 1994 
investigation of fraud allegations in California, for example, revealed that voters accidentally signed the poll 
books on the wrong lines, next to the names of deceased voters.21 

Errors in registration records.  Simple typos may also infect voter records, changing a name or an identifying 
number or an address in a way that interferes with attempts to validate the voter’s information against some 
other source.  For example, in Washington State in 2006, Marina Petrienko tried to register to vote for the 
first time, but a county official mis-typed the year of her birth, entering “1976” into the database, instead 
of the year on her form: “1975.”22  First-time Illinois voters Mike and Sung Kim “had been mistakenly reg-
istered with Kim as their first names” in 2004.23  And in Milwaukee, Victor Moy was listed on the rolls as 
living at 8183 W. Thurston Avenue, but actually resides at number 8153.24  Because such typos may prevent 
registrations from being externally validated by information in other sources, officials and observers may 
believe that registrations are fraudulent when they are, in reality, entirely legitimate.
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Bad “Matching”

The most common source of superficial claims of voter fraud, and the most common source of error, prob-
ably involves matching voter rolls against each other or against some other source to find alleged double 
voters, dead voters, or otherwise ineligible voters.  

Errors in the underlying data.  Some such matches fail to account for errors or default entries in the underlying 
data. In New Jersey in 2005, for example, examiners alleged fraud by individuals on the voter rolls in two dif-
ferent places whose first and last names and birthdates matched, including a woman named Mary Johnson.25 
Closer examination, however, showed that some of the matching birthdates in question were January 1, 1880, 
which was simply a system default for missing information.26  In reality, the examiners had found only two 
different women named “Mary Johnson,” with no relevant birthdate information at all.  

Partial matches.  Other matches neglect middle names or suffixes: in the same New Jersey procedure de-
scribed above, for example, James A. Smith and James G. Smith were presumed to be the same person, as 
were J. T. Kearns and J. T. Kearns, Jr.27  Similarly, in New Hampshire, 22 pairs of people who shared the same 
first and last names were flagged for possible double-voting; in fact, all of the flagged voters had different 
middle names.28  And in one of the more infamous examples of inappropriate matching, a vendor preparing 
a set of voters to be purged in Florida in 2000 found “matches” in the first name if the first four letters were 
the same on two different lists, and “matches” in the last name if 80% of the letters were the same.29  The 
final set of voters to be purged, of course, contained the names of many individuals whose records had been 
falsely matched.30

The “birthdate” problem.  Even given an exact match, however, two entries with the same name and birthdate 
may not represent the same individual.  Statistics students are often surprised to discover that in a group of 
23 people, it is more likely than not that two will share the same month and day of birth; in a group of 180, 
two will probably share the same birthdate. In any group of significant size, statistics teaches that there will 
be many with the same first and last names — and it is likely that at least two such voters will be born on the 
same day.31  It should not therefore be surprising, for example, that “Kathleen Sullivan” was most likely listed 
twice on the rolls of 2004 New Jersey voters not because one woman drove the length of the state to cast a 
second ballot, but because two women named Kathleen Sullivan happen to share the same birthdate.32
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Jumping to Conclusions

Those searching for fraud — politicians, pundits, and even occasionally prosecutors — sometimes jump to 
unwarranted conclusions with a limited amount of information.  The “birthdate problem” above  — mistak-
ing two different people with the same name and birthdate — is one example.  But there are many other 
circumstances in which observers draw illicit conclusions from data that in fact have a benign explanation.

Dual registration.  Registering twice — or mistakenly leaving an old registration on the rolls  — is not mean-
ingful evidence of an intent to commit fraud by voting twice.  There is no requirement that citizens inform 
their local election officials before they move, and with approximately 14% of Americans moving each year,33 
it is not surprising to find that many voters are registered under multiple addresses — but vote only once.  
In New Hampshire in 2004, for example, local officials found 67 individuals on the rolls in both Dover and 
Durham; each of the 67 had moved from one town to the other, and each voted only once.34

It may seem significantly 
more suspicious to regis-
ter twice on the same day  
— but even then, two 
registrations do not nec-
essarily yield two votes.  
In 2004, for example, 
federal prosecutors charged Wisconsinite Cynthia Alicea with double-voting. Wisconsin allows residents to 
register on Election Day, which Alicea did. Poll workers found an error on the form, and asked Alicea to fill 
out another, which she also did — but the first form was never discarded.  Although Alicea completed two 
registration forms, following poll worker instructions, she voted only once.  Her innocence was eventually 
proven, but not before prosecutors forced the 23-year-old through an unwarranted trial.35

Death records.  Voting from the grave offers salacious headlines, and investigators often attempt to match 
death records to voter rolls in an attempt to produce purported evidence of fraud.  Yet in addition to the 
problems with inaccurate matching identified above, a simple match of death records to voter rolls may 
conceal citizens who voted before dying, in quite ordinary fashion.  In Maryland in 1995, for example, an 
exhaustive investigation revealed that of 89 alleged deceased voters, none were actually dead at the time the 
ballot was cast.  The federal agent in charge of the investigation said that the nearest they came was when 
they “found one person who had voted then died a week after the election.”36  Similarly, in New Hampshire, 
postcards were sent to the addresses of citizens who voted in the 2004 general election; one card was returned 
as undeliverable because the voter died after Election Day, but before the postcard arrived at her home.37

Criminal records.  Reports of votes by persons with convictions have often fed claims of voter fraud.  Yet with-
out more information, such reports may be deceptive.  Many, if not most, convictions are misdemeanors, 
which in most states do not affect the defendant’s voting rights.  Wallace McDonald, for example, was purged 
from the Florida voter rolls in 2000 because of a conviction. Yet Mr. McDonald’s crime was not a felony, for 
which many Floridians forfeit voting rights forever — but merely a misdemeanor, which should not affect 
voting rights at all.  Indeed, Mr. McDonald had been convicted only of falling asleep on a bench.38  Similarly, 
in Washington’s 2004 gubernatorial election, hundreds of citizens were alleged to have voted illegally because 
of convictions that were actually juvenile dispositions — which do not disqualify voters.39

Fraud by individual voters is a singularly 

foolish way to attempt to win an election.
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Other claims of fraud rely solely on the fact that someone was convicted but never look to see whether the 
accused person had his voting rights restored.  Even in Florida, where, until 2007, most persons with felony 
convictions lost their voting rights permanently, not every person convicted of a felony was ineligible to vote.  
Reverend Willie Dixon, 70, was purged from the Florida voter rolls in 2000 because of a felony conviction 
— but Reverend Dixon had already been pardoned for his crime and his voting rights had been restored.40  In 
most other states, persons with convictions regain the franchise after release from either incarceration, proba-
tion, or parole.  Allegations of fraud that rely on a past criminal conviction but fail to investigate whether 
voting rights were restored will likely prove unfounded.

Returned mail.  Voter “caging” is a tactic involving a mass mailing to registered voters to sniff out mailings 
that are returned undelivered; these undelivered mailings are then used to compile a list of voters allegedly 
enrolled under invalid addresses.  But for many reasons, undelivered mail need not be an indication that a 
person registered at the given address is not entitled to vote there.41  A voter may be away from home for 
work, like a Louisiana Congresswoman challenged because she received her mail in Washington;42 or for 
military service, like an Ohio servicewoman challenged because she received her mail where she was sta-
tioned, in North Carolina;43 or for an extended vacation, like an Oregon woman rendered inactive because 
she was out of the country for a few months.44  A voter may live with others but be unlisted on the mailbox.  

Or, like Ohio resident Raven Shaffer, he may receive mail at a post office box or other mail service, and not at 
his registered residence.45  Moreover, some mail is simply not delivered, through no fault of the voter: in the 
1990 census, for example, The New York Times reported that “[a]lthough at least 4.8 million [census] forms 
were found to be undeliverable by the Postal Service, 1.8 million of those were later delivered by hand.”46 

And recent reports found that government records used by Chicago postal workers to deliver mail contained 
more than 84,000 errors.47 

Mail sent to a listed registration address may also be returned as undeliverable because the voter has moved 
— even though the citizen remains wholly eligible to vote without re-registration.  Each state has different 
rules determining when a voter who has moved must inform election officials of her new address.  At a mini-
mum, however, federal law provides that if a voter has moved within the same area covered by a given polling 
place — if, for example, a voter moves from one apartment to another within the same apartment complex, 
as a 2000 Oregon voter did48 — she may legitimately vote at that polling place even if she has not yet noti-
fied a registrar of her move.49  Similarly, a voter who has moved within the same registrar’s jurisdiction and 
Congressional district may return to vote at her former polling place without re-registering.50  Especially in 
urban areas where there is high mobility within a particular neighborhood, undeliverable mail may simply 
reflect the recent move of a voter who remains fully eligible to vote.  

Unusual addresses.  In most states, voters must register at a residential address; those looking for fraud may 
therefore flag addresses zoned for business use as an indication of fraudulent activity.  Broad zoning restric-
tions, however, do not account for many less traditional — but legitimate — residences.  Barbara Taylor was 
among hundreds of Washington voters challenged in 2005 for this reason.  While it is true that the address 
on her registration was the address of a public storage facility, Taylor explained that she is “a manager for 
the company and has lived in an apartment on the site for 12 years.”51  In other cases, transient or homeless 
individuals have registered — as they are legally entitled to do — at shelters or government buildings.52
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Records compiled for a different purpose.  In St. Louis in 2000, officials compared the voter rolls to city property re-
cords and alleged that some voters fraudulently registered from vacant lots.53  The property records, however, were 
originally compiled for a purpose other than individual identification; an address with multiple plots of land was 
apparently deemed entirely “vacant” if only one of the plots had no building.  Further investigation by local re-
porters revealed that the supposedly vacant lots where voters were registered in fact contained valid residences.54  

Voter Mistakes

Even after accounting for the false conclusions above, investigations reveal that ineligible voters do some-
times cast votes.  It is important, however, to distinguish those cases in which voters know they are ineligible 
but vote anyway — real voter fraud — from cases in which ineligible voters mistakenly believe themselves to 
be eligible.  Both scenarios are unquestionably of concern.  But it is likely to be more productive to address 
mistakes with remedies different from those often proposed for fraud.  

Of the relatively small number of ineligible voters who mistakenly cast ballots, most are citizens rendered 
ineligible by criminal conviction.  The laws concerning eligibility vary from state to state and can be confus-
ing: different voters are disenfranchised for different convictions for different lengths of time.55  Moreover, the 
process of restoring a citizen’s right to vote varies as well, from automatic restoration upon release from prison 
in states like Pennsylvania, Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, and Michigan,56 to the excruciatingly burdensome applica-
tion process in Kentucky — which requires all would-be voters to submit a written application accompanied 
by three character references, an essay explaining why they should be eligible to vote, and a filing fee.57   

These rules are not merely difficult for voters to navigate: election officials with special training in the rules 
and regulations governing eligibility routinely get the law wrong.  A 2004 survey, for example, found that 
43% of New Jersey’s county election offices did not follow state law in restoring citizens’ right to vote.58  In 
New York, a much-publicized 2003 survey found that more than half of the local election officials did not 
follow state law; when the survey was repeated just two years later, 38% of the local boards of elections still 
got the law wrong.59

It is difficult to expect disenfranchised voters to navigate the election laws successfully when so many election 
officials with expertise do not.  Indeed, in Milwaukee, one voter asked to present identification at the polls 
showed his Department of Corrections ID card, with “OFFENDER” printed in bold letters across the face 
— but he was not informed by any poll worker that he might be ineligible to cast a ballot.60   Such cases show 
confusion … but not voter fraud.
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VI. Types of “Voter Fr aud”
 
Allegations of “voter fraud” seem to fall into one of several recurring categories.  Some would represent actual 
fraud if the allegations proved true,  though the allegations are often unsupported.  Some would not actually 
represent fraud even if they were true.  This paper reviews some of the more common assertions of “fraud” 
below, to substitute more careful analysis for overeager and salacious headlines.

Allegations of Double Voting

Allegations of double voting are among the most common assertions of voter fraud.  Consider one set of 
agitated headlines: “More Double Voting Tied to ’04 Election,”61 “Double Voting Being Investigated,”62 
“Double Voting Fear Rises,”63 “Hundreds Might Have Double-Voted,”64 “Exposed: Scandal of Double Vot-
ers.”65 Most of these reports are hypothetical — hundreds “might” have double voted — and further research 
shows reason to question the conclusion that widespread double voting occurred.  Other reports appear more 
certain but are actually more incorrect.

There are a handful of known cases in which admissions, poll book entries, absentee ballots, provisional 
ballot stubs, or other documentation indicate that one individual has actually voted twice.66 These cases 
are extremely rare — not because such documentation is hard to come by (many states require that such 
documents be retained), but because actual double voting is itself extremely rare.  Moreover, the scarcity is 
expected, given the severity of the penalty (criminal prosecution), and the meager nature of the payoff (one 
incremental vote).

Instead, it is far more 
common to see allega-
tions of epidemic double 
voting that are unfound-
ed.  Such claims are usu-
ally premised on match-
ing lists of voters from 
one place to another; 
upon closer inspection, 
the match process shows 
error.  Sometimes the 
interpretation is flawed: 

two list entries under the same name — even the same name and birthdate — indicate different individuals, 
as with two Kathleen Sullivans confused for each other in New Jersey in 2004.67  The opportunity for error 
increases with the size of the attempted match: when allegations of fraud in 2000 were based on a nationwide 
attempt to match names and birthdates, it is not surprising that 3,273 alleged double voters were found 
— and not surprising that many, like those attributed to Martha Alexander, the chair of the North Carolina 
legislature’s panel on election laws, were based on flawed assumptions that two people with the same name 
and birthdate were the same individual.68  Moreover, sometimes the lists themselves are flawed: because of the 
occasional clerical error by overworked and undertrained election workers, an individual is marked as voting 
when she did not in fact cast a ballot, as Missouri investigators discovered in 2004.69

Alicea voted only once, but based on two 

registration forms, prosecutors took her 

to trial. She eventually won her case but, 

because of the ordeal, “she’s inclined not 

to vote ever again”.
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Sometimes, merely following a poll worker’s accurate instructions can land legitimate voters in unwarranted 
hot water.  In 2004, for example, federal prosecutors were especially attuned to claims of voter fraud, and fixed 
the weight of the federal government on 23-year-old Cynthia Alicea.  Alicea, an eligible resident of Wisconsin, 
registered on Election Day, as permitted under Wisconsin law.  Poll workers found an error on the form, and 
asked Alicea to fill out another, which she also did.  The poll workers, however, never discarded the first form.  
Alicea voted only once, but based on the two registration forms, prosecutors took the young woman to trial.  
Though she eventually won her case, because of the ordeal, “she’s inclined not to vote ever again.”70

Exaggerated or unfounded allegations of fraud through double voting include the following:

•	 In Missouri in 2000 and 2002, hundreds of voters were alleged to have voted twice, either within 
the state or once in Kansas and once in Missouri.  The same analysis acknowledged that the 
“computer files contain many errors that show people voting who did not actually vote.”71  Of 18 
Kansas City cases that reporters followed up, 13 were affirmatively shown to result from clerical 
errors.72  We are aware of public sources substantiating only four cases (amounting to six votes 
within the state), yielding an overall documented fraud rate of 0.0003%.73

•	 In New Hampshire in 2004, citizens were alleged to have voted twice.  In fact, on further inves-
tigation, many of the voters who were allegedly listed multiple times on the rolls actually repre-
sented different people with identical names; others were listed with multiple registrations, but 
voted only once.  We are not aware of any public materials substantiating the claims of double 
voting.74

•	 In New Jersey in 2004, 4,397 voters were alleged to have voted twice within the state, and 6,572 
voters were alleged to have voted once in New Jersey and once elsewhere.75  Many of these alleged 
double votes were actually flawed matches of names and/or birthdates on voter rolls.76  Only 
eight cases were actually documented through signatures on poll books; at least five signatures 
appear to match.77  Even if all eight proved to reveal fraud, however, that would amount to an 
overall double voting rate of 0.0002%.78

•	 In New York in 2002 and 2004, between 400 and 1,000 voters were alleged to have voted once 
in New York and once in Florida.  These allegations were also prompted by a flawed attempt to 
match names and birthdates.79  We are aware of public sources substantiating only two cases, 
yielding an overall documented fraud rate of 0.000009%.80

•	 In Wisconsin in 2004, dozens of voters were alleged to have voted twice.  After further investiga-
tion, the vast majority were affirmatively cleared, with some attributed to clerical errors and con-
fusion caused by flawed attempts to match names and birthdates.  There were 14 alleged reports 
of voters casting ballots both absentee and in person; at least 12 were caught, and the absentee 
ballot was not counted.  There were no substantiated reports of any intentional double voting of 
which we are aware.81
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Allegations of Dead Voters

Allegations of “dead voters” are also popular, not least for the entertaining pop culture references to be found 
in the headlines: “Among Voters in New Jersey, G.O.P. Sees Dead People,”82 for example, or “Dead Man Vot-
ing.”83 After further investigation, however, these allegedly dead voters often turn up perfectly healthy.

There are a handful of known cases in which documentation shows that votes have been cast in the names of 
voters who have died before the vote was submitted.84 

It is far more common, however, to see unfounded allegations of epidemic voting from beyond the grave, 
with a chuckle and a reference to Gov. Earl Long’s quip (“When I die — if I die — I want to be buried in 
Louisiana, so I can stay active in politics.”) or Rep. Charlie Rangel’s update (same idea, but takes place in 
Chicago).85 

Here, too, flawed matches of lists from one place (death records) to another (voter rolls) are often responsible 
for misinformation.  Sometimes the interpretation is flawed: two list entries under the same name indicate 
different individuals.86 Sometimes the lists themselves are flawed: as Hilde Stafford discovered in 2006, indi-
viduals who are in fact quite spry are occasionally listed as deceased on the Social Security Administration’s 
master files.87 And sometimes, because of clerical error by election workers or voters or both, an individual 
is marked as voting when she did not in fact cast a ballot, or is marked as voting under the wrong person’s 
name.  For example, despite having died in 1997, Alan J. Mandel was alleged to have voted in 1998.  On 
further investigation, Alan J. Mandell (two “l”s), who was very much alive and voting at the time, explained 
that local election workers simply checked the wrong name off of the list.88  Indeed, a 2007 investigation of 
about 100 “dead voters” in Missouri revealed that every single purported case was properly attributed either 
to a matching error, a problem in the underlying data, or a clerical error by elections officials or voters.89

In other circumstances, the match is accurate but reveals nothing illegal about the vote: the voter has died, 
yes, but after casting her ballot.  In Maryland in 1995, for example, an exhaustive investigation revealed that 
of 89 alleged deceased voters, none were actually dead at the time the ballot was cast.  The federal agent in 
charge of the investigation said that the nearest they came was when they “found one person who had voted 
then died a week after the election.”90

Exaggerated or unfounded allegations of fraud by dead voters include the following:

•	 In Georgia in 2000, 5,412 votes were alleged to have been cast by deceased voters over the past 20 
years.91  The allegations were premised on a flawed match of voter rolls to death lists.  A follow-up 
report clarified that only one instance had been substantiated, and this single instance was later 
found to have been an error: the example above, in which Alan J. Mandel was confused with Alan 
J. Mandell.92  No other evidence of fraudulent votes was reported.

•	 In Michigan in 2005, 132 votes were alleged to have been cast by deceased voters.93  The allega-
tions were premised on a flawed match of voter rolls to death lists.  A follow-up investigation 
by the Secretary of State revealed that these alleged dead voters were actually absentee ballots 
mailed to voters who died before Election Day; 97 of these ballots were never voted, and 27 
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were voted before the voter passed away.94  Even if the remaining eight cases all revealed sub-
stantiated fraud, that would amount to a rate of at most 0.0027%.95

•	 In New Jersey in 2004, 4,755 deceased voters were alleged to have cast a ballot.  The allegations 
were premised on a flawed match of voter rolls to death lists.  No follow-up investigation publicly 
documented any substantiated cases of fraud of which we are aware, and there were no reports 
that any of these allegedly deceased voters voted in 2005.96

•	 In New York in 2002 and 2004, 2,600 deceased voters were alleged to have cast a ballot, again 
based on a match of voter rolls to death lists.  Journalists following up on seven cases found cleri-
cal errors and mistakes but no fraud, and no other evidence of fraud was reported.97

Allegations of Fraudulent Addresses

Those claiming voter fraud also point to allegations that voters have been registered at fraudulent ad-
dresses such as vacant lots, storage units, or government buildings.  As with the allegations above, there 
are a few cases in which charges that votes have been improperly cast from illegitimate addresses have been 
substantiated.98

More often, however, the allegations are either unsupported or further investigation reveals that the allegedly 
flawed addresses turn out to be legitimate. 

These sorts of claims are often based on postcards that are returned undelivered or undeliverable — but the 
postcards are an unreliable indicator.  Typos during the registration process, like the one listing Victor Moy 
at 8183 W. Thurston Avenue in Milwaukee instead of 8153,99 may cause mail to be misdirected.  Or, like the 
post office box used by Raven Shaffer in Ohio, individuals may receive mail at an address different from the 
legal residence they list as their registration address.100 

Other unsupported claims are based on attempts to screen registration addresses against lists of vacant lots, 
or against zoning regulations to find locations dedicated to non-residential use. Here, too, typos may cause 
legitimate addresses to be flagged as suspicious.101 Or the underlying lists may be flawed: in Missouri in 2000, 
lots that were supposedly vacant actually held houses.102 Sometimes the lists are simply overly broad, and 
capture voters who list less traditional — but entirely legitimate — residences.  Barbara Taylor, for example, 
was among hundreds of Washington voters challenged in 2005 for this reason.  While it is true that the 
address on her registration was the address of a public storage facility, Taylor — a manager for the storage 
company — “has lived in an apartment on the site for 12 years.”103  Though her address appeared superficially 
questionable, her address was in fact entirely legitimate.

Finally, a variant of the above claims concern allegations that large numbers of votes are all tied to one ad-
dress. There is, however, nothing inherently suspect about multiple votes from one address if multiple eligible 
voters live there, whether the address is a college dormitory or nursing home or any other group housing ar-
rangement.  In New Hampshire, for example, a citizen apparently became concerned because 88 individuals 
had registered with residences on property owned by Daniel Webster College; on further investigation, the 88 
registrations were revealed to be from students at the college — and unsurprisingly, entirely legitimate.104
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Exaggerated or unfounded allegations of fraud by voters with invalid addresses include the following:

•	 In Missouri in 2000, 79 voters were registered from addresses alleged to be vacant lots, but 
further investigation found that properties classified as vacant in fact contained legitimate resi-
dences, and that at least one of the voters was apparently the victim of a typographical error.105  
We are aware of no public reports substantiating claims that any votes were cast by individuals 
fraudulently registered at invalid addresses.

•	 In New Hampshire in 2004, based on undelivered postcards sent after the election, citizens were 
alleged to have voted from invalid addresses.  Many actually lived at the addresses claimed, but re-
ceived their mail elsewhere.  Others moved after the election but before the postcards arrived.  We 
are aware of only two substantiated cases (including one domestic violence victim, who voted 
from an old address in order to avoid disclosing her current domicile), with two more under in-
vestigation.  Even if all four revealed fraud, that would amount to an overall rate of 0.0006%.106

•	 In Wisconsin in 2004, after an attempt to match voters’ addresses to a postal service list, 1,242 
votes in Milwaukee were alleged to be fraudulent; many of these allegations were later traced to 
data entry errors or to legitimate residences that were presumed to be business addresses.107  5,800 
additional Election Day registrants were sent undeliverable postcards, but many of these postcards 
were returned because the voters legitimately moved after the election.108  We are aware of no 
substantiated reports of any votes cast by individuals fraudulently registered at invalid addresses.

Allegations of Voter Fraud by Persons with Felony Convictions

Many close elections have also featured allegations that waves of ineligible people with felony convictions have 
deliberately overtaken the voting system.  There are, however, only a handful of known cases in which people 
rendered ineligible by convictions cast ballots despite knowing that they were not permitted to do so.109  

More frequently — though still quite rare — individuals who are ineligible because of convictions have re-
portedly registered or voted without realizing that they were ineligible.  In Washington in 2004, for example, 
there were reports of voting by ineligible persons with convictions, in substantial part because of significant 
confusion about the circumstances under which civil rights were taken away or restored.110 At the time, 
citizens convicted of a felony were disenfranchised both while in prison and after they had returned to the 
community on parole or probation.  In order to regain the right to vote, these citizens had to complete their 
sentence — including repayment of all restitution, fees, and fines.111 Confusion abounded. Many citizens 
with convictions thought they could vote again once they were released from probation.112 Some individuals 
rendered ineligible by conviction were allegedly told by corrections officers that they could vote; other proba-
tioners were apparently mailed ballots they thought they could (indeed, should) cast.113 At least one county 
elections office provided mistaken information on its website.114  

Similar confusion was not confined to Washington.  A 2004 survey in New Jersey, for example, found that 
43% of election offices got the law wrong; the error rate by election officials in New York was 38%.115  When 
more than a third of trained election officials do not know the rules, it is not hard to imagine that persons 
with convictions are also poorly informed.  Moreover, given the ease with which poll book entries can be 
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double-checked against lists of convictions to find ineligible voters, it seems unlikely that ineligible citizens 
would take the substantial risk of a return to prison for just one incremental vote.  On the rare occasions 
when citizens rendered ineligible by conviction do vote, it is far more sensible to believe that they do so by 
mistake than that they do so with intent to deceive.  

The few examples above concern actual votes — intentional or unintentional — cast by people who are in-
eligible because of a conviction.  More common are allegations of such activity that prove unfounded.  Such 
reports are often based on comparisons of voter rolls with lists of people who have been convicted.  Yet these 
“matches” are subject to the same errors mentioned repeatedly above: typos, clerical errors, individuals who 
superficially appear to be the same person but are actually different.  The notorious 2000 purge of purported 
felons in Florida is a good example: a system that found roughly similar names and birthdates on voter rolls 
and conviction records ended up disqualifying thousands of voters who were perfectly eligible to vote, but 
who were deemed ineligible by the “match.”116 For example, because of the inaccurate matching protocol, 
eligible citizen Matt Frost was prevented from voting because state officials incorrectly linked him with a 
similar alias of ineligible voter Shawn Chadwick.117

Even when the matching system is not to blame, allegations of ineligible voting may be inflated.  As with at 
least some names on the 2000 Florida purge list, convictions may be mislabeled as disenfranchising felonies 
when in fact a voter has been convicted only of a misdemeanor.118  As in Washington in 2004, citizens may 
be accused of ineligible voting due to juvenile dispositions — which do not affect their voting rights.119 Or 
as with at least seven cases in Waukesha, Wisconsin, in 2004, accusations may fail to account for voters who 
are convicted after casting a legitimate vote.120

Moreover, even when the individual in question has actually been convicted of an offense that renders him 
ineligible, few such voters are ineligible to vote indefinitely.  Some, like Reverend Willie Dixon of Florida, 
have been pardoned, and their voting rights restored.121 Other convictions may be overturned on appeal.  
Still others, depending on the state, regain the franchise automatically or upon petition, after release from 
incarceration, probation, or parole.  Allegations of fraud that look to convictions without accounting for the 
restoration of voting rights often miss the mark.122

Exaggerated or unfounded allegations of fraud by persons rendered ineligible by conviction include the 
following:

•	 In Florida in 2000, a large-scale purge became justifiably notorious for its inaccurate, even 
haphazard, discarding of the rights of eligible citizens.  Despite recognizing the flawed nature 
of the purge lists, however, reporters used similar lists to claim that 5,643 ineligible persons 
with convictions actually voted in 2000.  These reports used slightly more rigorous match cri-
teria than were used to create the purge lists, but still acknowledged that the underlying data 
included eligible citizens with misdemeanors, citizens with convictions after their valid vote, 
and convicted persons with names and birthdates that matched eligible citizen voters.  It is true 
that some votes were cast by ineligible citizens, some of whom were told by election officials 
that they were eligible.  We are not aware of any reports of citizens voting despite knowing that 
they were ineligible.123
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•	 In Wisconsin in 2004, after an attempt to match voters to Department of Corrections records, 376 
people with allegedly disenfranchising convictions were said to have voted.  A follow-up investiga-
tion revealed that several were found to be convicted only after they voted;124 one was convicted of 
a misdemeanor,125 and in another case, a woman’s vote was improperly recorded in her ineligible 
husband’s place.126 Still another presented an identification card boldly labeled “OFFENDER,” 
but was not told that he might be ineligible.127  We are aware of sources documenting seven cases 
in which the voter knowingly voted while ineligible, yielding a fraud rate of 0.0002%.128 

•	 In Washington in 2004, evidence submitted in vigorously prosecuted election contest proceed-
ings showed 1,401 votes by individuals rendered ineligible due to convictions. Some of these vot-
ers were apparently misinformed by official county election information or corrections officers; 
most were apparently sent ballots in the mail by the state.  We are not aware of any reports that 
any of these individuals voted knowing that they were ineligible.129  

Allegations of Voter Fraud by Noncitizens

We are not aware of any documented cases in which individual noncitizens have either intentionally reg-
istered to vote or voted while knowing that they were ineligible. Given that the penalty (not only criminal 
prosecution, but deportation)130 is so severe, and the payoff (one incremental vote) is so minimal for any 
individual voter, it makes sense that extremely few noncitizens would attempt to vote, knowing that doing 
so is illegal.

Although there are a few recorded examples in which noncitizens have apparently registered or voted, inves-
tigators have concluded that they were likely not aware that doing so was improper.  In one highly publicized 
case, for example, noncitizens were given voter registration forms by a group helping them through the natu-
ralization process, immediately after successfully completing citizenship interviews with federal officials and 
receiving letters beginning “Congratulations, your application for citizenship has been approved.”131  Though 
the actual swearing-in ceremonies were still up to 90 days away, these individuals most likely mistakenly 
thought it their obligation and privilege to complete the paperwork, and did not intentionally fabricate their 
citizenship status in front of federal officials who knew that they were noncitizens.132

Far more common than these incidents of noncitizen voting are allegations of noncitizen voting that prove 
wholly unfounded.  These claims are often premised on matching lists of voters from one place to another, 
but as with each of the examples above, upon closer inspection, the match process shows error.  The inter-
pretation may be flawed, as when two list entries under the same name indicate different individuals.  Or the 
lists themselves may be flawed, with an individual marked due to a clerical error as voting when she did not 
in fact cast a ballot.

Government citizenship records — as the government itself acknowledges — are also replete with errors or 
incomplete information.  Naturalization documentation may find its way into the government files slowly, 
or not at all, leaving outdated or inaccurate information for investigators looking for fraud.  And this, in 
turn, leads to flawed accusations that noncitizens have been voting, when the voters in question have in fact 
become fully naturalized American citizens.  
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Exaggerated or unfounded allegations of fraud by noncitizens include the following:

•	 In Washington in 2005, an individual asked county offices to investigate the citizenship status of 
1,668 registered voters based on their “foreign-sounding names.” There are no reports of which 
we are aware that any individual on the submitted list was actually a noncitizen.133

•	 In Washington in 2004, documentation appears to show that two votes were cast in King County 
by noncitizens.  There are no reports of which we are aware that either of these noncitizens know-
ingly voted illegally, although one did ask to rescind his vote shortly after the election.  Given 
these votes, the rate of documented noncitizen votes — without proof of fraud — in King 
County was 0.0002%.134

•	 In Milwaukee in 2001, journalists analyzed 370,000 voting records from 1992 to 2000, and 
found four instances in which voters’ names matched a list of naturalized city residents, but ap-
peared to have voted before their naturalization dates; there is no indication of which we are aware 
that any of these four knowingly voted illegally.  Even if all four of the matched records accurately 
represented noncitizen votes, the rate of noncitizen voting among the city records examined 
would have been 0.001%.135

•	 In Hawaii in 2000, 553 apparent noncitizens were alleged to have registered to vote.  On further in-
vestigation, 144 documented that they had become citizens. At least 61 individuals affirmatively 
asked to cancel their registration; the others were stopped at the polls and specifically asked about 
their citizenship before voting.  There are no reports of which we are aware that any noncitizen 
actually voted. To the extent that noncitizens were actually represented on the rolls, officials at-
tributed the registrations to mistake rather than fraud.136

•	 In Hawaii in 1998, four years after an INS investigation into more than 10,000 names identi-
fied fewer than twelve noncitizens whose names matched those on the voter rolls, the INS again 
investigated claims of extensive noncitizen voting.  The agency examined 1,200 noncitizens sus-
pected of voting, but found no evidence that any had voted.  A separate proceeding uncovered 
three noncitizens who had indeed voted in 1998, and three others who were reported to be under 
further investigation. There are no reports of which we are aware that any noncitizens voted 
knowing that they were ineligible.  But even if all six had voted, the overall noncitizen voting rate 
would have been 0.001%.137

•	 In California in 1996, 924 noncitizens allegedly voted in Orange and Los Angeles Counties, 
including 624 allegedly ineligible voters identified by the Task Force of the U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives investigating the Dornan/Sanchez election.  The allegations were based largely on at-
tempts to match immigration lists to voter rolls, but only 71 voters matched name, date of birth, 
and signature; other matches were less reliable. Most of the identified voters were processed by one 
nonprofit group registering individuals proceeding through the naturalization process; many were 
registered immediately after passing an INS citizenship interview, and after receiving a letter indi-
cating that they had become naturalized.  At least 372 of the voters were apparently officially sworn 
in before Election Day.  There are no reports of which we are aware that any noncitizens registered 
or voted knowing that they were ineligible.  Even assuming there were no matching errors, and 
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leaving aside the critical question of intent, if all 552 remaining individuals were in fact noncitizens 
when they cast their votes, the overall noncitizen voting rate would have been 0.017%.138

Allegations of Registration Fraud

There have been several documented and widely publicized instances in which registration forms have been 
fraudulently completed and submitted.  But it is extraordinarily difficult to find reported cases in which in-
dividuals have submitted registration forms in someone else’s name in order to impersonate them at the polls.  
Furthermore, most reports of registration fraud do not actually claim that the fraud happens so that ineligible 
people can vote at the polls.  Indeed, we are aware of no recent substantiated case in which registration fraud 
has resulted in fraudulent votes being cast.

Instead, when registration fraud is alleged, the allegations generally fall into one of four categories:

The first type of allegation concerns individuals intentionally submitting forms in the name of someone (or 
something) ineligible in order to have some fun or — more often — to make a point.139  Most of the infa-
mous stories of dogs on the rolls fall into this category, including a recent incident in Washington State.140  
Most of the time, these forms are discovered and investigated by local officials before they make it onto the 
rolls.  There are no reports that we have discovered of votes actually cast in the names of such registrants.

The second type of allegation concerns “fraud” that is not actually fraud at all.  This includes registration 
forms submitted by eligible voters, but with errors or omissions.141  Such mistakes are relatively common, 
but do not represent fraud.  Similarly, there are many jurisdictions in which the registration rolls are inflated 
with the names of eligible voters who have moved or died or otherwise become ineligible.142  These lingering 
entries also do not represent fraud; furthermore, as states build and improve the statewide voter registration 
databases now required by federal law, it will become easier to remove ineligible voters from the rolls while 
maintaining safeguards for eligible registrants.

The third type of allegation concerns registration drive workers, who may be paid for their time or on the 
basis of how many forms they submit,143 and who intentionally submit fraudulent forms.  The allegations 
may involve forms submitted in the names of fictional voters, as in the case of “Jive Turkey,”144 or with the 
names of actual voters but a false address or a forged signature.145  Most of the cases of registration fraud 
that are prosecuted fall into this category.146  If voter registration drives have enough time and are allowed 
by law to review the forms submitted by their workers, they can often catch these forms and draw them to 
the attention of local elections officials.147  These forms actually defraud the voter registration drives, which 
compensate workers on the expectation that their time will be spent registering new and eligible citizens; the 
worker herself is interested not in defrauding the government, but in getting credit for work she didn’t do.148  
When drives are able to flag these forms for elections officials, the forms are investigated, not processed, and 
the worker can be investigated and prosecuted.  There are no reports that we have discovered of votes actually 
cast in the names of such registrants.

Finally, the fourth type of allegation involves individuals who change or manipulate the registration of an 
eligible voter to frustrate her ability to vote.149  Like the deliberate destruction of forms,150 these incidents are 
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rare and most often committed by partisan actors.  Most states criminalize the intentional destruction of reg-
istration forms or fraudulent submission of forms.  Like the allegations of fraud by election officials, these in-
cidents do not concern allegations of fraud by individual voters, and we do not address them in detail here.

Exaggerated or unfounded allegations of voter fraud due to fraudulent registration forms include the 
following:

•	 In Florida in 2005, a registration drive was alleged to be submitting thousands of fraudulent reg-
istration forms and withholding valid ones, with a box of 179 complete but unsubmitted forms 
produced as evidence.  The charges later proved groundless, and the disgruntled former worker 
who produced the box was found to have defamed the drive.  There are no reports of which we 
are aware that any votes were cast using any fraudulent registration connected to the drive.151

•	 In Georgia in 2004, 3,000 allegedly fraudulent registration forms — with the same handwrit-
ing and with numerous errors — were submitted by a registration drive.  Procedures apparently 
meant to protect the forms from interference seemed to interfere with the group’s ability to 
perform quality control on the forms that were submitted. There are no reports of which we are 
aware that any votes were improperly cast using the name of any fraudulent registration form.152

•	 In Missouri, in a departure from clear Department of Justice policy, four individuals were feder-
ally indicted on the eve of the 2006 election for alleged registration fraud in Kansas City.  At least 
1,492 other allegedly questionable voter registration forms were submitted to St. Louis, prompt-
ing the Board of Elections for the City of St. Louis to send misleading notices to a wide swath of 
voters who had registered through the same group.153  Yet the wrongdoers were an isolated few 
registration workers, and despite the skepticism of some that registration fraud occurs only to let 
ineligible people vote fraudulently, there are no reports of which we are aware that any votes were 
cast using any fraudulent registration connected to the drive.154

Allegations of Voter Fraud by Dogs

Popular media seem especially drawn to allegations that dogs are voting.  These stories have a compelling 
“news of the bizarre” feel, and offer particular pleasure to punsters: “Prank Lands Voter in the Doghouse,”155 
“Woman Registers Her Dog to Vote; Prosecutors Growl.”156  The fact, however, is that the voter rolls have not 
been overrun by canines.  We are aware of only nine specific reports of dogs found on the voter rolls, includ-
ing the registration card of “Ritzy Mekler” made infamous by Senator Kit Bond of Missouri.157  

At least six of the nine canine registrants were placed on the rolls by individuals trying to make a point about 
the fact that it is possible, if one risks prosecution, to place a dog on the voter rolls.158 Which is to say, if 
people no longer registered dogs to show that dogs are on the rolls, dogs would no longer be on the rolls.

We are aware of only two cases — ever — involving ballots actually submitted in the name of a dog: the bal-
lots cast by “Duncan MacDonald” in 2006 and 2007 (but labeled “VOID” and signed with a paw print),159 
and the ballot cast by “Raku Bowman” in 2003 in the Grass Roots Venice Neighborhood Council elections 
in Venice, California.160  Only Bowman’s vote — in a local election run by volunteers, rather than state or 
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federal election officials — was counted.  Moreover, in order to cast these votes, both owners had to go to 
significant lengths: swear falsely on a voter registration form, forge a signature there, forge proof of identity, 
swear falsely again on the absentee ballot request form, forge a signature there, swear falsely again on the 
absentee ballot envelope itself, and forge a signature there.  In an election for federal candidates, that could 
subject a defendant to up to thirty years in prison on federal charges alone.

Allegations of Vote-Buying

We also briefly mention allegations of vote-buying, which are often lumped together with “voter fraud,” 
though they do not usually involve allegations that the voters in question are ineligible.  Instead, these inci-
dents involve illegal agreements by eligible citizens to buy or sell their votes.  

Vote-buying schemes may involve agreements to buy or sell votes for particular candidates, or they may 
simply involve payments for voting — candidate unspecified — in get-out-the-vote efforts targeted at com-
munities thought more likely to support a particular candidate.161  Usually, the monetary value of the reward 
is fairly small: a small amount of cash, for example, or cigarettes, or food.  And in virtually every case, a 
candidate or campaign staff are directly and centrally involved in brokering the illegal deal.

We mention such schemes specifically because they do still occur,162 and are often used to buttress claims 
that widespread fraud infects the election system.163 However, for most purposes, it is necessary to distin-
guish vote-buying from the voter fraud that more typically captures the attention of the public.  Because the 
individuals involved in vote-buying schemes are almost always citizens who are eligible to vote, vote-buying 
cannot possibly be addressed by most of the remedies proposed to confront voter fraud: photo identification 
rules, restrictions on registration, and the like.  In supporting the need for policies that address alleged fraud 
by ineligible voters, then, it is misleading to include vote-buying in the list of wrongdoing.

Allegations of Fraud by Election Officials

Similarly, reporters and analysts should be wary of attempts to bootstrap fraud by election officials or other 
insiders into compendiums of alleged “voter fraud.” Election fraud by insiders has been an issue since Sena-
tors wore togas. Sadly, there are still occasional reports of wrongdoing by those who are employed to safe-
guard the process.  For example, in 2004, election judge Leander Brooks was convicted of casting at least 
twenty ballots in others’ names in 2002 in East St. Louis, Illinois; his cousin Michael Collins, a former city 
councilman, had been convicted of registering acquaintances from outside his precinct to vote fraudulently 
from a neighbor’s address in 1995.164 

Like the allegations of vote-buying above, fraud by election officials should be condemned, and documented 
acts of such fraud should be prosecuted.  But also like the allegations above, such incidents should be clearly 
distinguished from voter fraud.  Most remedies aimed at preventing alleged fraud by ineligible voters depend 
on honest enforcement of the law by election officials.  Conversely, if as above, election officials are willing to 
pervert the law, policies aimed at policing voters will not be able to stop insiders from corrupting the system.  
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 VII. Appendix

 Selected Case Studies

Allegations of widespread fraud by malevolent voters are easy to make, but often prove to be inaccurate.  The 
Brennan Center has analyzed public materials in some of the areas branded as notorious election fraud “hot 
spots,” finding that various election irregularities led to inflated claims of widespread fraud.   

In many of these cases, proposals to require restrictive identification documents of voters at the polls were 
under debate at the time of the election — or were proposed as a result.  The cries of “voter fraud” were often 
used to support the call for restrictive ID.

We examined each of the allegations of fraud by voters to uncover the truth behind the assertions.  Further 
case studies are available at our website devoted to the topic, www.truthaboutfraud.org. 

Missouri In some ways, the recent hunt for voter fraud began in Missouri in the 2000 election, the 
crucible that proved formative for Attorney General John Ashcroft and Senator Kit Bond, 
among others.  Yet despite all the frenzy, the allegations yielded only six substantiated cases 
of Missouri votes cast by ineligible voters, knowingly or unknowingly, except for those 
votes permitted by court order. The six cases were double votes by four voters—two across 
state lines and two within Missouri—amounting to an overall rate of 0.0003%.  None of 
these problems could have been resolved by requiring photo ID at the polls.

New Jersey Just before the 2005 election, partisan actors attempted to probe the accuracy of New 
Jersey’s voter rolls by comparing election records for 2004 with death records and with the 
rolls of other states.  The allegations yielded only eight substantiated cases of individuals 
knowingly casting invalid votes that counted—eight voters who voted twice.  Given the 
number of votes cast in these elections, this amounts to a rate of 0.0004%.  None of these 
problems could have been resolved by requiring photo ID at the polls.

Wisconsin The 2004 election was hotly contested in Wisconsin, and various irregularities led to in-
flated claims of widespread fraud.  The allegations yielded only seven substantiated cases 
of individuals knowingly casting invalid votes that counted—all persons with felony con-
victions.  This amounts to a rate of 0.0025% within Milwaukee and 0.0002% within the 
state as a whole.  None of these problems could have been resolved by requiring photo ID 
at the polls.
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Missouri

The 2000 election was hotly contested in Missouri, and various irregularities led to inflated claims of wide-
spread fraud.  Many of these fraud claims were later used to support the call for restrictive ID requirements.  
We examined each of the allegations of fraud by individual voters — the only sort that ID could possibly 
address — to uncover the truth behind the assertions.

The Allegations:

• Invalid addresses: 79 individuals listed as voting in St. Louis City were registered from addresses alleged to be 
vacant lots.  Further investigation found that properties that were wrongly classified by the city assessor’s office 
as vacant in fact contained legitimate residences.  Only 14 voters were found to be listed as registered from va-
cant lots, at least one of whom was apparently victim of a typographical error, and three more of whom moved 
within St. Louis City and may not have been required to re-register with a new address before voting.165

 
14 addresses in St. Louis City were allegedly “drop sites” where fraudulent registrations might have been pro-
cessed.166  The 14 alleged “drop sites” in St. Louis City were addresses that were determined to be locations 
other than apartment buildings, nursing homes, or recognizable group homes where more than eight people 
were registered at each location.  Seven of these addresses were actually visited by reporters, and all seven visits 
revealed that more than eight people properly lived at the address noted.167

• Ineligible by conviction: 62 individuals listed as voting in St. Louis City and County matched the name, 
date of birth, and Social Security number of individuals listed on federal court records of felony conviction, 
and 52 individuals listed as voting in St. Louis County matched the name and date of birth of individuals 
listed on county records of felony conviction.  It is not clear whether there was any overlap between the list 
of 62 and the list of 52, nor is it clear whether any of the individuals had had their rights restored before the 
election.  We are not aware of any public reported analysis of poll records to determine whether individuals 
listed as voting actually voted and were not listed as voting due to a clerical error or mistakenly listed instead 
of an eligible voter with the same name and birthdate.168  

• Double voters: 23 individuals listed as voting on the voter rolls maintained by St. Louis City and County 
matched the name, date of birth, and Social Security number of another individual listed as voting; 45 individuals 
matched the name and date of birth of another voter.  We are not aware of any public reported analysis of these 
poll records to determine whether individuals listed as voting actually voted twice and were not listed as voting 
due to a clerical error or mistakenly confused with another eligible voter with the same name and birthdate.169   
 
Based on a computer match of names and dates of birth on voter rolls, 150 individuals from St. Louis 
— presumably including the individuals above — were listed as voting twice in 2000 or 2002, and 150 other 
individuals from across the rest of the state were alleged to have either voted twice within the state or once in 
Kansas and once in Missouri.  The same analysis acknowledged that the “computer files contain many errors 
that show people voting who did not actually vote.”170  Of 18 Kansas City cases that reporters followed up, 13 
were shown to result from clerical errors, 2 were uncertain, and 3 appeared to show double voting in Missouri 
and Kansas — 2 in 2000 and 1 in 2002.  (At least two of these were convicted in federal court.)  One other 
case of double voting within Missouri in 2000, and one in 2002, were substantiated using poll records.171
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• Dead voters:  14 votes in St. Louis City and County were cast in the names of allegedly dead people, based 
on a computer match of names, dates of birth, and Social Security numbers on the voting rolls against in-
formation in Department of Health records.172  It is not clear whether any of these individuals died after the 
election.  We are not aware of any public reported analysis of poll records to determine whether individuals 
listed as voting actually voted and were not listed as voting due to a clerical error.173

Additional Allegations of Irregularities Unconnected to Individual 
Voter Fraud:

• “Inactive” purge:  In St. Louis, approximately 49,589 eligible voters were removed from the active voter rolls 
and placed on an “inactive list” after postcards allegedly sent to them were returned as undeliverable.  At 
many polling places, the “inactive lists” were not made available, and these voters were allegedly unlawfully 
instructed that they could not vote at their regular precinct, but instead had to travel to the central city office 
to wait on lengthy lines to affirm their registered status, and then return to their original polling places to 
vote.   Some voters were still on line at the central office when the polls closed, and were not able to return 
to their polling places to vote.174

• Polling place time:  In St. Louis, the polls were kept open by court order until 7:45pm, 45 minutes past the 
original closing time. The lead plaintiff requesting this order was allegedly deceased, although later review 
showed that the plaintiff’s name had been typed with an incorrect middle initial; the legal filings also stated 
that this plaintiff had been unable to vote when he had in fact voted.  The effort to keep the polls open was 
alleged to have been conceived before Election Day. The delayed closing time allowed at least 100 voters to 
vote who otherwise would have arrived at the polls too late to cast a vote.175

• Court order:  At least 342 voters in St. Louis City and 891 voters in St. Louis County were allegedly improp-
erly granted a court order allowing them to vote.  The effort to seek court orders was also alleged to have been 
conceived before Election Day.  Most of these voters allegedly gave insufficient reasons for obtaining a court 
order, although the report arriving at this conclusion stated an inaccurately high threshold for obtaining a 
court order.176  143 of these voters allegedly had not been registered by the voter registration deadline; it is 
not clear if any of the other voters were ineligible to vote.177

• Improper election judges:  45 election judges in St. Louis City allegedly not registered to vote were later 
found to be validly registered; all were thought invalid because of typographical errors.178

• Inflated voter rolls:  St. Louis City had more names registered on the voting rolls than the voting-age popula-
tion of the city, and 24,000 names were also listed as registered elsewhere in Missouri.179

• Chain of custody:  Ballot boxes were allegedly left unattended at 29 precincts.180
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The Rate of Substantiated Voter Fraud: 

•	 The allegations of fraud related to the 2000 general election, in which 124,752 votes were cast in St. Louis 
City, 497,577 votes were cast in St. Louis County, and 2,361,586 votes were cast in all of Missouri.181

•	 There were 6 substantiated cases of Missouri votes cast by ineligible voters, knowingly or unknowingly, ex-
cept for those votes permitted by court order.  These six cases were double votes by four voters – two across 
state lines and two within Missouri.  This amounts to a rate of 0.0003%.  None of these problems could have 
been resolved by requiring photo ID at the polls.

•	 Even given allegations that were unsubstantiated, the rate of possible fraud remains low. The analysis 
above lays out the allegations, reasons to question each, and the facts that we now know.  But assum-
ing that all 278 of the remaining questionable allegations—including 14 voters with allegedly inval-
id addresses, 114 allegedly ineligible persons with felony convictions, 68 allegedly double voters (at two 
votes apiece), and 14 votes in the names of allegedly deceased individuals—in fact represent ineligible 
votes, that would amount to a rate of 0.045% within St. Louis City and County and 0.012% within 
the state as a whole.  If all 14 votes in the names of allegedly deceased individuals in fact proved fraud-
ulent and were cast in person, these votes—0.002% within St. Louis City and County and 0.0006% 
within the state as a whole—might possibly have been resolved by requiring photo ID at the polls. 
 
Note: this analysis does not include 228 unsubstantiated cases of alleged double voting across the state re-
ported by the Kansas City Star, because they did not distinguish between votes cast in 2000 and 2002.  In the 
2002 general election, 1,877,620 votes were cast in Missouri.182

Coverage by Existing Law:  

•	 Proper implementation of the federal Help America Vote Act (HAVA), which was passed after (and to some 
extent, because of ) the 2000 election, would have addressed most of these allegations.  HAVA requires states 
to create statewide electronic voter registration lists with each eligible voter listed uniquely to remove dupli-
cate registrations, and to coordinate those computerized lists with agency records on death and conviction in 
order to remove ineligible voters.   Although the obligation to maintain these cleaned lists predated HAVA, 
the computerized registration rolls — if implemented with suitable controls for accuracy — offer a new and 
efficient means to do so statewide.  Like most states, Missouri did not have a statewide computerized data-
base up and running in 2000, but now that it does, the database should allow the state to sharply reduce even 
the small number of alleged invalid votes due to allegedly improper registrations.
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New Jersey

Just before the 2005 elections, partisan actors attempted to probe the accuracy of New Jersey’s voter rolls 
by comparing them with death records and with the rolls of other states. The reports led to inflated claims 
of widespread fraud in the 2004 election, of the sort commonly used to support restrictive identification 
requirements for voters at the polls.  We examined each of the allegations of fraud by individual voters—the 
only sort that ID could possibly address—to uncover the truth behind the assertions.

The Allegations: 

• Dead voters:  4,755 votes were alleged to have been cast in the names of dead voters in 2004, based on an 
attempt to match the first and last name and date of birth from voting records to death records.183 No follow-
up investigation appears to have been published on the number of votes actually cast in the names of dead 
voters in 2004, if any.  None of the allegedly dead voters actually voted in 2005.184

• Double voters:  4,397 individuals allegedly voted twice in New Jersey, and 6,572 individuals allegedly voted 
both in New Jersey and in either New York, Pennsylvania, Florida, North Carolina, or South Carolina, based 
on an attempt to match the first and last name and date of birth from one set of voting records to another.185 
Analysis of the list of alleged double voters within New Jersey showed that 2,305 of the entries had different 
middle names or suffixes, or an error in the date of birth.186  Data errors in Middlesex county, and the statisti-
cal likelihood of finding two different individuals with the same name and birthdate, call into question much 
of the remainder of the list.187 Ultimately, the existence of eight double voters was substantiated through 
original signatures on poll book materials.188

The Rate of Substantiated Voter Fraud: 

•	 The allegations of fraud related to the 2004 general election, in which 3,611,691 votes were cast in New 
Jersey.189 

•	 There were eight substantiated cases of individuals knowingly casting invalid votes—eight voters voting 
twice.  This amounts to a rate of 0.0004%.  None of these problems could have been resolved by requiring 
photo ID at the polls. 

•	 Even given allegations that were unsubstantiated, the rate of possible fraud remains low.  The analysis above 
lays out the allegations, reasons to question each, and the facts that we know.  But assuming that all 13,419 
of the remaining cases in fact involved voter fraud—which is highly unlikely, given the methodological errors 
revealed in the study of double-voting—that would amount to a rate of 0.61%.
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Coverage by Existing Law: 

•	 The federal Help America Vote Act (HAVA) requires states to create statewide electronic voter registration 
lists, and to coordinate those computerized lists with agency records on death in order to remove ineligible 
voters.  Although the obligation to remove deceased voters from the rolls predated HAVA, the computerized 
registration rolls — if implemented with suitable controls for accuracy—offer a new and efficient means to 
do so statewide.  Like most states, New Jersey did not have a HAVA-ready statewide database up and running 
in 2004, but once it does, the database should allow the state both to eliminate duplicate registrations within 
the state and to cut down on the number of deceased citizens who are still on the rolls.
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Wisconsin

The 2004 election was hotly contested in Wisconsin, and various irregularities led to inflated claims of wide-
spread fraud. At the same time, Wisconsin citizens were debating a proposal to require restrictive identifica-
tion of each voter at the polls, and the fraud claims were used to support the call for ID. We examined each 
of the allegations of fraud by individual voters—the only sort that ID could possibly address—to uncover 
the truth behind the assertions.

The Allegations:

• Invalid addresses:  Based on an attempt to match voter roll entries to the U.S. Postal Service’s database of 
street addresses, 37,180 people in Milwaukee were alleged to have registered from invalid addresses.  Of 
these, 31,500 listed accurate street addresses, but had problems with an apartment number.  Further re-
view of the remaining allegedly invalid addresses revealed cases in which the list was corrupted; digits were 
dropped on some entries, making otherwise valid addresses appear fictitious. This review also showed typos 
turning valid addresses into invalid ones. Though reporters following up on the story could not locate 68 
listed addresses, at least 400 addresses were affirmatively proven to be valid. The bipartisan Milwaukee Elec-
tion Commission ultimately threw out a challenge lodged to 5,619 of the entries, citing insufficient evidence 
that the registrations were invalid.  Still, poll workers were specifically instructed to ask challenged voters for 
proof of residency, so every voter on the list of 5,619 should have been asked for proof of proper residency.190 
 
1,242 Milwaukee votes were cast from allegedly invalid addresses, based on another computerized match; 
this match paired voter rolls with U.S. Postal Service and City of Milwaukee property lists, with spot checks 
of 40 specific addresses.191  A sample of 300 of the entries showed that about 20% of the invalid addresses 
were attributed to data entry errors (e.g., “3130 S. 15th Place” became “3130 S. 15th St.,” and “S. 68th St.” 
became “S. 63rd St.”).  At least two other addresses ostensibly deemed business locations were found to be 
valid residences after an individual spot-check.  Furthermore, 75% of these votes were from Election Day 
registrants, who were required to show proof of residence at the polls.192

• Faulty registration cards:  In Milwaukee, 10,921 voter registration cards from Election Day voters were alleg-
edly unable to be processed. This allegation turned out to be an error; in fact, 1,305 Election Day registration 
cards from Milwaukee could not be processed. 548 of these listed no address, and 48 cards listed no name, 
but voters had to show both proof of name and proof of residence to register on Election Day.  236 cards had 
missing or incomplete dates of birth, 28 had no signature, 141 listed addresses outside of the city limits, and 
23 were deemed illegible.  155 cards were not processed because they had not been given a voter number by 
the city.  It is unclear why the remaining 126 cards could not be processed.193

3,600 address verification cards mailed using information entered from these Election Day registrations were 
returned as allegedly undeliverable. 194 We are not aware of any further public investigation of these cards. 195

 2,200 address verification cards from outside of Milwaukee, mailed using information entered from Election 
Day registrations, were also returned as allegedly undeliverable.196  313 of these were from Racine: 207 were 
returned because the voter moved after the election, and at least 24 addresses were entered incorrectly by 
election workers.197  Of the 1,887 returned address verifications of Election Day registrations from elsewhere 
around the state, 1,198 were returned because the voter moved after the election or was temporarily absent 
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when the card arrived; 610 showed a valid address but the individual could not be found there; 36 had an 
incorrect street number; 2 had an incorrect street name; 9 had a missing apartment number; 9 were sent to 
an address with no mailbox; 2 were sent to vacant addresses; and 21 were returned for some other reason.198

•  Ineligible by conviction:  The organizers of one pre-election jailhouse absentee ballot drive conducted a records 
check on 400 inmates who had signed up, found 18 ineligible, and alerted election officials; no votes were cast 
by these ineligible persons.199

 
 376 individuals allegedly rendered ineligible by felony conviction cast ballots, based on an attempt to match 

voter rolls and information from the Department of Corrections.200  96 individuals listed as voting in Milwaukee 
matched name, address, and birthdate against Department of Correction records, and 182 individuals listed as 
voting matched only name and address.  At least one appears to have been erroneously listed as voting; he is listed 
as voting but claims that he did not, while his wife is not listed as voting, but did cast a ballot.  Another 98 people 
listed as voting elsewhere around the state matched name, address, and birthdate against Department of Correc-
tion records, but at least 7 were convicted after the election, and were eligible at the time they cast their ballot.201   
 
13 voters have been formally charged with fraudulently voting while ineligible; of these, 7 have been convict-
ed, 1 voter was acquitted, 1 case was dismissed upon evidence that the voter was eligible when voting, 2 cases 
were dismissed for other reasons, and 2 cases were dismissed despite evidence that the voter was ineligible.  In 
one of the latter cases, the voter provided his Department of Corrections identification card at the polls, which 
had “OFFENDER” printed in bold letters across the face, but was not told that he was ineligible to vote.202 
 
3 others were documented as voting while ineligible but have not been charged.  An additional voter docu-
mented as ineligible was found in 2006.203

• Double  voters:  A computer glitch in Milwaukee caused at least 314 voters who re-registered before or on Election 
Day to be listed twice on the rolls, with a notation of voting next to each listing.  Each was given only a single ballot.204 
 
83 people allegedly voted twice; 14 allegedly voted both absentee and in person, 9 allegedly voted in Milwaukee 
and other cities, 59 allegedly voted twice in Milwaukee, and 1 allegedly voted twice in Madison.205  Of the 59 
voters alleged to have voted twice in Milwaukee, most registered twice but voted only once.  51 were cleared by 
investigators, 1 was acquitted at trial, 1 received no verdict at trial, and 1 was found incompetent to stand trial.  Fi-
nally, another voter named Gloria Bell believes that she was confused with a woman named Gloria Bell-Piphus.206   
 
Of the 9 voters alleged to have voted both in Milwaukee and in another city, all 9 were cleared of wrong-
doing: clerical and scanning errors by poll workers accounted for 6 of the voters, 2 were fathers and sons 
alleged to be the same person, and 1 had a different middle name and birthdate from his alleged double. 
 
Of the 14 voters alleged to have voted both absentee and in person, in at least 12 cases, after comparing 
absentee records to poll records, the absentee ballot was not counted.207

• Dead voters:  4 votes were cast in the names of allegedly dead people.208  These were all absentee ballots, cast 
by individuals who died within two weeks of the election; it is not clear whether the ballots were cast before 
the individuals died.209
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• Impersonation:  1 vote was allegedly cast in the name of an individual who did not vote.210 Further investiga-
tion of the alleged vote cast in the name of another was determined to be a clerical error by a poll worker.211    

• Fictitious voters:  2 votes were allegedly cast in the name of an individual who could not be verified as an 
actual individual.212  These votes were cast in the name of Marquis F. Murff, who could not be verified by a 
reporter as an actual individual.  We are not aware of any further public investigation.213

• Underage voter:  One ballot was cast by a 17-year-old voter, using his real birthdate.214

• Noncitizen:  One columnist reported that a ballot was allegedly cast by a Canadian legal permanent resident.  
We are not aware of any further public investigation.215

• Faulty registration:  Four individuals allegedly submitted false voter registration applications.216  2 Milwaukee 
residents were convicted for submitting false voter registration applications; 1 person alleged to have super-
vised two others who turned in false forms was also convicted, but that conviction was overturned. The trial 
of one other individual accused of submitting false registration applications is still pending. No votes were 
alleged to have been cast under these registrations.217

Additional Allegations of Irregularities Unconnected to Individual 
Voter Fraud:

• “Extra” ballots:  In Milwaukee, there were allegedly 8,300 more ballots cast than individuals processed as 
voting; the gap was later narrowed to 4,609.  The discrepancy was later attributed to administrative error in 
reconciling poll book logs with ballots, and at least one typographical error in reporting results.218

• Election Day interference:  In Milwaukee, tires on 20 get-out-the-vote vans were allegedly slashed.219

• Uncounted ballots:  238 valid absentee ballots from Milwaukee were counted late.220

• Uncounted votes:  600 valid votes were allegedly not counted in Medford due to a computer error.221

• Unprocessed registration cards:  Eight boxes of valid registration cards were allegedly not processed in order 
to put voters on the rolls by the time individuals arrived at the polls.222 

The Rate of Substantiated Voter Fraud: 

•	 The allegations of voter fraud related to the 2004 general elections, in which 277,565 votes were cast in 
Milwaukee, and 2,997,007 votes were cast in all of Wisconsin.223

•	 There were 7 substantiated cases of individuals knowingly casting invalid votes—all persons with felony con-
victions.  This amounts to a rate of 0.0025% within Milwaukee and 0.0002% within the state as a whole.  
None of these problems could have been resolved by requiring photo ID at the polls.
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•	 There were 11 substantiated cases of votes cast by ineligible Milwaukee voters—all persons with felony convictions.  There 
are 8 substantiated cases of votes cast by ineligible voters from other parts of the state — 2 persons with felony convictions, 
1 foreign national, 1 17-year-old voter, and 4 absentee ballots cast by deceased voters.  That amounts to a rate of 0.004% 
within Milwaukee and 0.0006% in the state as a whole.  None of these problems could have been resolved by requiring 
photo ID at the polls.

•	 Even given allegations that were unsubstantiated, the rate of possible fraud remains low.  The analysis above lays out the 
allegations, reasons to question each, and the facts that we now know.  But assuming that all 6,877 of the remaining ques-
tionable allegations—including 1,150 voter registration cards not processed, 5,356 allegedly flawed addresses, 353 other 
allegedly ineligible persons with convictions, 8 allegedly double voters (for a total of 16 votes), and 2 votes from the alleg-
edly fictitious individual—in fact represent ineligible votes, that would amount to a rate of 2.2% within Milwaukee and 
0.2% within the state as a whole.  None of these votes could have been resolved by requiring photo ID at the polls.

Coverage by Existing Law:  

•	 The vast majority of these allegations would have been addressed by adequate implementation of existing law.  Elections 
officials should have been able to correct incomplete or illegible registration cards on site; the requirement of proof of resi-
dence for Election Day registrants should have caught invalid addresses on Election Day.  Addresses of voters registering 
before Election Day could have been carefully investigated before Election Day — by an investigation more thorough than 
a computer match, and attuned to the possibility of data entry errors.  If the investigation revealed questions, as occurred 
here, the questioned voters could have been validly challenged by election officials, and asked to verify their residence; if 
an investigation revealed fraud rather than error or a valid change of residence, the case could be referred for prosecutorial 
follow-through.  Similarly, as occurred here, absentee ballots should have been matched against poll records to determine 
if a duplicate had been cast.  

•	 Proper implementation of the federal Help America Vote Act (HAVA) would have addressed most of the remaining allega-
tions.  HAVA requires states to create statewide electronic voter registration lists with each eligible voter listed uniquely to 
remove duplicate registrations, and to coordinate those computerized lists with agency records on death and conviction in 
order to remove ineligible voters. Although the obligation to maintain these cleaned lists predated HAVA, the computer-
ized registration rolls — if implemented with suitable controls for accuracy — offer a new and efficient means to do so 
statewide. Like most states, Wisconsin did not have a HAVA-ready statewide database up and running in 2004, but once it 
does, the database should allow the state to sharply reduce even the small number of alleged invalid votes due to allegedly 
improper registrations.
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